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The reovirus L2 genome segment encodes the core spike protein l2, which mediates enzymatic reactions in 59 capping
of the viral plus-strand transcripts. Complete nucleotide-sequence determinations were made for the L2 genome segments
of eight mammalian reoviruses, including the prototype isolates of serotypes 1 and 2: Lang (T1L) and Jones (T2J), respectively.
Each L2 segment was found to be 3912 or 3915 bases in length. Partial nucleotide-sequence determinations were also made
for the 3916-base L2 segment of reovirus type 3 Dearing (T3D), the prototype isolate of serotype 3. The whole-genome
sequence of reovirus T3D was reported previously. The T1L L2 analysis represents completion of the whole-genome
sequence of that isolate as well. The T2J L2 analysis leaves only the sequence of the M1 segment yet to be reported from
the genome of that isolate. The T2J M1 sequence made available from analysis in another lab was used for initiating
whole-genome comparisons of reoviruses T1L, T2J, and T3D in this report. The nine L2 gene sequences and deduced l2
protein sequences were used to gain further insights into the biological variability, structure, and functions of l2 through
comparisons of the sequences and reference to the crystal structure of core-bound l2. Phylogenetic comparisons suggest
the presence of three evolutionary lines of divergent L2 alleles among the nine isolates. Localized regions of conserved
amino acids in the l2 crystal structure include active-site clefts of the RNA capping enzyme domains, sites of interactions
between l2 domains within the pentameric spike structure, and sites of interaction between l2 subunits and other proteins
in viral particles. © 2001 Academic Press
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aINTRODUCTION
The genome of viruses in the genus Orthoreovirus
(family Reoviridae) comprises 10 linear segments of dou-
ble-stranded RNA (dsRNA). The segments are desig-
nated as large (L), medium (M), or small (S) for their
relative sizes and are further designated by number
within each size group. The L2 genome segment of
mammalian orthoreovirus (reovirus) encodes the l2 pro-
ein, which constitutes the pentameric “spikes” or “tur-
ets” that protrude around the fivefold axes in core par-
icles. Cores represent an assembly intermediate (Fields
t al., 1971; Hazelton and Coombs, 1999; Morgan and
weerink, 1974) and partial uncoating product (Mayor
nd Jordan, 1968; Shatkin and Sipe, 1968; Smith et al.,
969) that mediates production of 59-capped plus-strand
ranscripts from each of the 10 viral genome segments.
he l2 spikes are thought to provide the routes of exit for
1 Present address: Department of Microbiology, University of Ala-
bama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL 35294.
2 To whom correspondence and reprint requests should be ad-
dressed at Department of Microbiology and Molecular Genetics, Har-cvard Medical School, 200 Longwood Avenue, Boston, MA 02115. Fax:
(617) 738-7664. E-mail: mnibert@hms.harvard.edu.
333the nascent transcripts (Bartlett et al., 1974; Dryden et al.,
1993; Reinisch et al., 2000; Yeager et al., 1996) and are
known to play important roles in synthesis of the 59 cap
1 structure (Furuichi et al., 1975). An aminoterminal (N-
terminal) domain of l2 has been shown to act as the
RNA capping guanylyltransferase (GTase) (Luongo et al.,
2000; Reinisch et al., 2000), and two more carboxyltermi-
nal (C-terminal) domains of l2 with structural similarities
to known methylases appear almost certain to act as the
two RNA capping methyltransferases (MTases) (Koonin,
1993; Luongo et al., 1998; Reinisch et al., 2000). In addi-
tion, a recent study of “spikeless” cores, from which the
l2 protein was removed by biochemical treatments, sug-
gests that l2 may play at least an indirect role in tran-
cription by maintaining the transcriptase complexes in
ores in a functional conformation (Luongo et al., sub-
itted manuscript). The structure of the pentameric l2
protein in reovirus cores was recently determined at 3.6
Å resolution by X-ray crystallography (Reinisch et al.,
2000).
In addition to its roles in 59-capped transcript synthe-
sis, the l2 protein is essential for reovirus outer-capsid
ssembly through its interactions with the three outer
apsid proteins m1, s3, and s1 (Chandran et al., 1999,
2001; Dryden et al., 1993; Fields et al., 1971; Morgan and
0042-6822/01 $35.00
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334 BREUN ET AL.Zweerink, 1974; Shing and Coombs, 1996). The l2 protein
s thought also to play a role in reovirus entry into cells
hrough changes in l2 conformation that allow release of
he receptor-binding protein s1 and opening of a channel
along the full height of the l2 spike for the release of
nascent-capped transcripts (Bartlett et al., 1974; Dryden
et al., 1993; Reinisch et al., 2000; Yeager et al., 1996).
Several differences in complex biological properties be-
tween reovirus isolates have been linked to the L2 ge-
nome segment through studies involving reassortant ge-
netics. These properties include generation of defective
interfering stocks upon passage at high multiplicities of
infection in culture (Brown et al., 1983), survival and
growth in intestinal tissue following intragastric inocula-
tion of newborn mice (Bodkin and Fields, 1989), viral
shedding and transmission between littermates follow-
ing intragastric inoculation of newborn mice (Keroack
and Fields, 1986), and virulence and organ tropism in
adult severe combined immunodeficient (SCID) mice
(Haller et al., 1995). The precise roles of L2 and its
encoded protein l2 in influencing these properties re-
ain unknown. By newly determining the L2 gene se-
uences and deduced l2 protein sequences of reovi-
uses type 1 Lang (T1L), type 2 Jones (T2J), and six other
solates in the current study, we hoped to gain further
nsights into the biological variability, structure, and func-
ions of l2 through comparisons of these sequences
with those already determined for reovirus type 3 Dear-
ing (T3D) (Seliger et al., 1987).
The nucleotide sequences of all 10 genome segments
have been reported to date for only one member of the
genus Orthoreovirus, mammalian reovirus T3D (reviewed
by Wiener and Joklik, 1989). For two other mammalian
reoviruses, T1L and T2J, previous reports have included
sequences for all of their segments except L2 (T1L and
T2J) and M1 (T2J) (Dermody et al., 1991; Duncan et al.,
1990; Harrison et al., 1999; McCutcheon et al., 1999;
eliger et al., 1992; Wiener and Joklik, 1987, 1988, 1989;
Zou and Brown, 1992b). By reporting sequences for the
T1L and T2J L2 genome segments in this article, we have
completed analysis of the T1L genome. Contemporary
determination of the T2J M1 sequence in another labo-
ratory (K. M. Coombs, personal communication) has
completed a sequence analysis for that genome as well.
Thus, whole-genome comparisons for reoviruses T1L,
T2J, and T3D can now be made.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sequence determinations for the T1L and T2J
reovirus L2 genome segments
The T1L and T2J reovirus L2 genome segments (Gen-
Bank Accession Nos. AF378003 and AF378005) were
found to be 3915 and 3912 nucleotides long, respectively
(Table 1). The length difference was attributed to se-
quences within the interior, protein-encoding region of
c
wL2, where T2J L2 showed one three-base deletion rela-
tive to T1L L2. No additional deletions or insertions
appeared elsewhere in the aligned sequences. The T1L
and T2J L2 sequences are identical at 2827, or 72.3%, of
the 3915 positions in the alignment (Table 2), making L2
the fourth most divergent of the 10 genome segments
from these two isolates (Fig. 1).
Since the primers used for amplification fixed the se-
quences of 21 or 22 bases at each end of L2 in our initial
sequencing efforts, a different approach was needed to
ascertain those sequences. Sequences from nearer the
59 and 39 ends of the T1L and T2J reovirus L2 plus
strands were therefore determined after using our mod-
ified protocols for rapid amplification of cDNA ends
(RACE), which fix only two bases at the plus-strand 59
end and four bases at the plus-strand 39 end of each
targeted genome segment (Harrison et al., 1999). The
equences near the 59 and 39 ends of the T1L and T2J L2
lus strands showed several differences between each
ther as well as those previously reported for T3D L2
Antczak et al., 1982; Seliger et al., 1987) (Fig. 2). Most
otably, while the T1L and T2J L2 plus-strand sequences
ere aligned without gaps in the 59 region, both showed
one-base deletion in this region relative to T3D L2
Antczak et al., 1982; Seliger et al., 1987) (Fig. 2).
New sequence determinations for the T3D reovirus
L2 genome segment
In a recent study (Luongo et al., 2000), we determined
he sequence of nucleotides 35–3874 of the T3D L2 plus
trand using a subclone of the previously described
ull-length L2 DNA clone (Cashdollar et al., 1984; Seliger
t al., 1987). This sequence was identical to that reported
y Seliger et al. (1987). One notable feature is that nu-
TABLE 1
Genome-Segment Lengths of Reovirus Prototype Isolates
Genome
segment
Length in nucleotides in reovirus
T1L T2J T3D
L1 3854 3854 3854
L2 3915 3912 3916
L3 3901 3901 3901
M1 2304 2303a 2304
M2 2203 2203 2203
M3 2241 2240 2241
S1 1463 1440 1416
S2 1331 1331 1331
S3 1198 1198 1198
S4 1196 1196 1196
Total 23,606 23,578 23,560
a Unpublished data from K. M. Coombs (personal communication).leotides 1838–1840, which represent one l2 codon,
ere found to be GGG, matching those in Seliger et al.
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335MAMMALIAN REOVIRUS L2 SEQUENCES(1987) but differing from those indicated for these posi-
tions (UUU) in the GenBank entry for this gene (Acces-
sion No. J03488). We concluded that the GenBank entry
is in error at those positions (Luongo et al., 2000). The
newly determined T1L and T2J L2 sequences contain
GGU and GGG, respectively, at these positions in the
alignment, each encoding a Gly residue in l2 as does
he T3D L2 sequence.
To confirm the sequences near the 59 and 39 ends of
he T3D L2 genome segment, we used modified proto-
ols for 59 and 39 RACE before sequencing. Plus-strand
transcripts from a T3D reovirus plaque isolate in use in
our lab were used as the initial source of L2 RNA. The
results confirmed the 59 and 39 sequences to be identical
to those reported by Antczak et al. (1982) and Seliger et
al. (1987), except for the substitution of A for U at nucle-
otide 7 in the 59 region (Fig. 2). By redetermining se-
quences from the original full-length DNA clone of T3D
L2 (Cashdollar et al., 1984; Seliger et al., 1987), we found
that nucleotide 7 is indeed U in that clone, confirming the
discrepancy between our new sequence and that previ-
ous one. To investigate this difference further, we per-
formed 59 RACE for T3D L2 starting with plus-strand
transcripts from two other T3D plaque isolates received
from L. A. Schiff (University of Minnesota) and L. W.
Cashdollar (Medical College of Wisconsin). With the
Schiff isolate, nucleotide 7 was found to be A, as in the
L2 sequence obtained from our own lab’s T3D plaque
isolate. With the Cashdollar isolate, nucleotide 7 was
found to be U, as in the previously published sequences
(Antczak et al., 1982; Seliger et al., 1987). These results
uggest that the presence of A or U at nucleotide 7 in the
3D L2 plus strand is an example of sequence variability
T
Pairwise Comparisons of L2 Gene Sequences and D
Including the
Reovirus
isolate
Identity (
T1L T2J T3D T1Neth85
T1L —a 87.0b 92.9 92.5
T2J 72.3c — 86.8 86.3
T3D 76.3 73.7 — 97.3
T1Neth85 75.4 72.7 87.3d —
T2SV59 84.9e 72.8 76.6 76.6
T3C9 93.1e 72.5 76.2 75.9
T3C18 98.2e 72.1 76.0 75.5
T3C87 76.2 73.3 95.8d 87.4d
T3C93 76.3 74.0 98.1d 87.3d
a Comparison of each isolate’s gene or protein sequence to itself (1
b Comparisons of deduced l2 protein sequences are shown above
c Comparisons of L2 gene sequences are shown below and left of
d Pairwise comparison values that suggest grouping within the sam
e Pairwise comparison values that suggest grouping within the samttributable to independent passage of the same original
irus in different labs, with two plaque isolates (Nibertnd Schiff) derived from the Bernard N. Fields lab con-
aining A7 and two plaque isolates (Antczak and Cash-
ollar) and a DNA clone derived from the Wolfgang K.
oklik lab containing U7. In addition, the one-base inser-
ion relative to the T1L and T2J L2 sequences was ob-
erved in the 59 nontranslated region of the T3D L2
equences from all five sources, consistent with a length
f 3916 bases for the T3D L2 segment (Table 1).
The substitution of A for U at nucleotide 7 in T3D L2
equences from the Fields-derived T3D plaque isolates
liminates a potential translational start codon at nucle-
tides 6–8, noted by Antczak et al. (1982) to be the only
ut-of-frame AUG located 59 to the first in-frame AUG in
ny of the 10 T3D plus-strand sequences (Fig. 2). Accord-
ng to other sequences reported in this study or obtained
rom the literature, the plus-strand sequences of the 10
enome segments of reoviruses T1L and T2J, similar to
hose of T3D, have no AUG triplets located 59 to the first
n-frame AUG. These observations appear relevant to
eovirus translation, suggesting strong adherence to the
first-AUG rule” (59-most AUG serves as a translational
tart site) (Kozak, 1999), with the L2 segment from Joklik-
erived T3D plaque isolates showing the only exception
o this rule among the three prototypes.
The T1L and T3D L2 sequences are identical at 2990,
r 76.3%, of the 3916 positions in the alignment (Table 2).
his makes L2 the second most divergent of the 10
enome segments from those two isolates (Fig. 1); only
he S1 segments of T1L and T3D are more divergent
Cashdollar et al., 1985; Duncan et al., 1990; Nibert et al.,
1990). The T2J and T3D L2 sequences are identical at
2887, or 73.7%, of the 3916 positions in the alignment
(Table 2), making L2 the fifth most divergent of the 10
l2 Protein Sequences from Nine Reovirus Isolates,
Prototypes
pared with reovirus isolate
T2SV59 T3C9 T3C18 T3C87 T3C93
97.4 98.7 99.8 92.9 92.7
87.9 87.3 87.0 86.4 86.7
93.6 93.4 92.8 98.6 98.8
93.2 92.9 92.4 97.3 97.0
— 98.1 97.2 93.5 93.4
85.3e — 98.5 93.3 93.2
84.7e 92.8e — 92.8 92.6
77.0 76.2 75.9 — 98.2
76.6 76.1 76.0 95.6d —
ht of the diagonal.
gonal and bold.
tionary line as T3D in a phylogenetic analysis (see Fig. 3).
tionary line as T1L in a phylogenetic analysis (see Fig. 3).ABLE 2
educed
Three
%) com
00%).
and rig
the diagenome segments from those two isolates (Fig. 1). The
resulting pattern, with T1L and T3D more closely related
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336 BREUN ET AL.to each other than to T2J, has thus been shown for 9 of
the 10 reovirus genome segments (Dermody et al., 1991;
Harrison et al., 1999; McCutcheon et al., 1999; Seliger et
al., 1992; Wiener and Joklik, 1987, 1988, 1989; K. M.
Coombs, personal communication; this study). The S1
segment is the sole exception, with T1L and T2J more
closely related to each other than to T3D (Cashdollar et
al., 1985; Duncan et al., 1990; Nibert et al., 1990).
Sequence determinations for the L2 genome
segments of six other reovirus isolates
The s1 protein, a product of the S1 genome segment,
is the primary determinant of serotype among reovirus
isolates (Rosen, 1960; Weiner et al., 1977). Since the L2
FIG. 1. Sequence identities in pairwise comparisons of gene and
deduced protein sequences of reovirus prototype isolates. Compari-
sons are made for all 10 genome segments (A) and all 11 proteins (B)
of reovirus pairs T1L and T2J, T2J and T3D, and T1L and T3D. Within
each set of pairwise comparisons, the genome segments and proteins
are arranged in decreasing rank order according to sequence identity.
The value for percentage sequence identity is written beside each bar.
Results for L2 and l2 comparisons are highlighted (black). Compari-
sons involving the T2J M1 genome segment and encoded m2 protein
(gray) make use of unpublished data (K. M. Coombs, personal commu-
nication).translation product l2 interacts with s1 in virions (Chan-
ran et al., 2001; Dryden et al., 1993; Furlong et al., 1988;ayes et al., 1981), we speculated that this interaction
ight influence L2 sequences to evolve in a serotype-
ependent manner. This possibility was previously sug-
ested by findings with the l2-specific monoclonal anti-
body 7F4, which on average showed much greater bind-
ing to l2 in virions of type 3 than those of type 1 isolates
Virgin et al., 1991). A similar possibility was suggested
y the current finding that the L2 segments of T1L and
3D are the most divergent of all genome segments from
FIG. 2. Sequences near the 59 (A) and 39 (B) ends of the L2 plus
strand from nine reovirus isolates. The start and stop codons for
translation of l2 are indicated by shading. The 23 and 14 positions of
the Kozak consensus sequence for translation initiation are underlined.
The one-base insertion in the T3D sequence is indicated by a triangle.
Positions at which at least one sequence differs from the others are
indicated by dots. The 21–22 bases at each end that were fixed by
primers in the initial amplification protocol are indicated by a line above
the sequences. The two or four bases at each end that were fixed by
primers in the RACE protocols are indicated by a double line above the
sequences and by bold italics. The nucleotide position at the end of
each line is indicated. Abbreviations for the different isolates are
defined in the text. The different T3D samples are further defined in the
text: (a) Fields-derived Nibert and Schiff plaque isolates; (b) published
DNA clone (Cashdollar et al., 1984; Seliger et al., 1987); and Joklik-
derived Antczak (Antczak et al., 1982) and Cashdollar plaque isolates.
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337MAMMALIAN REOVIRUS L2 SEQUENCESthose isolates except for the serotype-determining S1
segments (Fig. 1).
To investigate whether the L2 segments of different
reovirus isolates might have diverged in a serotype-
dependent manner, we performed L2 sequence determi-
nations for additional isolates from the three reovirus
serotypes. Sequences of the S2, S3, and S4 genome
segments from different isolates were analyzed in previ-
ous studies and shown to have diverged independently
of serotype (Chappell et al., 1994; Goral et al., 1996; Kedl
et al., 1995). For the current study, sequences were de-
termined for the L2 segments from six additional reovirus
isolates: T1/Human/Netherlands/1/1985 (T1Neth85), T2/
Simian/Maryland/SV59/1958 (T2SV59), T3/Murine/France/
Clone 9/1961 (T3C9), T3/Bovine/Maryland/Clone 18/1961
(T3C18), T3/Human/Wash., D.C./Clone 87(Abney)/1957
(T3C87), and T3/Human/Wash., D.C./Clone 93/1955
(T3C93) (nomenclature per Goral et al., 1996) (GenBank
Accession Nos. AF378004, AF378006, AF378007,
AF378008, AF378009, and AF378010, respectively). The
determinations included analyses after 59 and 39 RACE
to determine sequences from nearer the ends of the L2
plus strands than allowed by the initial amplification
strategies.
Pairwise comparisons among the six new L2 se-
quences showed identities ranging from 75.5 to 95.6%
(Table 2). Two of the new L2 sequences shared even
greater identity with one of the prototype isolates, T1L, in
the case of T3C18 (98.2%) and T3D in the case of T3C93
(98.1%) (Table 2). In addition, all six of the new L2 se-
quences showed a similar low degree of identity with T2J
L2 (72.1–74.0%), identifying the T2J L2 sequence as the
most divergent of the nine. Phylogenetic comparisons
FIG. 3. Minimum-distance phylogenetic tree based on the L2 nucle-
otide sequences of nine reoviruses. The horizontal lines are propor-
tional in length to the minimum number of nucleotide changes that are
needed to generate the observed variations among the sequences.
The bar indicates the horizontal distance indicative of 100 nucleotide
changes. Each of the major branches was identified in all 100 bootstrap
replicates. Abbreviations for isolates are defined in the text.demonstrated that two of the four additional type 3 iso-
lates, T3C9 and T3C18, had L2 sequences much more pclosely related to those of T1L than T3D (Fig. 3). More-
over, the one additional type 1 isolate, T1Neth85, had an
L2 sequence more closely related to those of T3D than
T1L, and the one additional type 2 isolate, T2SV59, had
an L2 sequence more closely related to those of T1L
than T2J (Fig. 3). Thus, the results of this analysis indicate
that the L2 segments from these isolates have not
evolved in a serotype-dependent manner. In addition, the
phylogenetic analysis provides evidence for three evolu-
tionary lines of divergent L2 alleles among the nine
isolates. The grouping of isolates within these lines is
distinct from those previously observed for the S2, S3,
and S4 segments (Chappell et al., 1994; Goral et al., 1996;
Kedl et al., 1995), providing further evidence for reassort-
ment and independent evolution of the different reovirus
genome segments in nature.
The L2 sequences from the six additional isolates
include other notable features. Each is 3915 bases in
length and exhibits a collinear alignment, free of inser-
tions or deletions, with the T1L L2 sequence. None of
these sequences contains the one-base insertion near
its plus-strand 59 end as found in T3D L2 (Fig. 2). Even
the L2 sequence of T3C93, with 98.1% sequence identity
to that of T3D (Table 2, Fig. 3), does not share this
feature. This finding indicates that the insertion is unique
to a restricted line of L2 evolution from which the L2
segment of T3D is derived (Fig. 3). The significance of
this insertion for distinct properties of reovirus T3D at-
tributed to its L2 segment by genetic studies (Bodkin and
Fields, 1989; Brown et al., 1983; Keroack and Fields,
1986) remains unknown. The collinear alignment of the
six new L2 sequences with that of T1L also indicates that
none of these sequences is similar to T2J L2 in contain-
ing a one-codon deletion within its protein-encoding re-
gion. Thus, that deletion is unique to a restricted line of
L2 evolution from which the L2 segment of T2J is derived
(Fig. 3). No AUG triplets were found preceding the l2
tart codon in the L2 sequences from any of the addi-
ional isolates (Fig. 2), consistent with the first-AUG rule
f eukaryotic translation (Kozak, 1999).
dditional comparisons among the L2 sequences of
he nine reoviruses
The 59-most AUG codon in the L2 plus-strand se-
uences of the nine reoviruses is located within a region
f conserved sequences at nucleotides 13–15 (T1L, T2J,
nd six others) or 14–16 (T3D) and is in an optimal
ontext for translation initiation with respect to the two
ost influential positions (23 and 14) of the Kozak
onsensus motif (A/G-N-N-A-U-G-G) (Kozak, 1991; Kozak
nd Shatkin, 1977) (Fig. 2). Extending from this start
odon in each L2 sequence is a long open reading
rame, encoding the l2 protein, that runs to a UAA stop
codon ending 33 nucleotides from the 39 end of the L2
lus strand.
338 BREUN ET AL.
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339MAMMALIAN REOVIRUS L2 SEQUENCESSequences conserved at the nucleotide level in the
reovirus genome segments may include important sig-
nals for synthesis and packaging of the RNA molecules.
The longest region of consecutive sequences conserved
among the nine L2 segments comprises only 13 bases,
which are between positions 3875 and 3887 in the align-
ment and encompass the l2 stop codon (see Fig. 2). The
second longest regions of conserved sequences among
these isolates span only eight bases and are found in
eight scattered positions in the sequence. The eight-
base spans share no clear homology, except that six of
them include an AUG triplet. The first is between posi-
tions 14 and 21 in the alignment and begins with the l2
start codon (see Fig. 2). Greater conservation of se-
quences near the ends than within the interiors of the
FIG. 4. Deduced l2 protein sequences of nine reoviruses. Abbreviat
eginning and end of each line in the alignment are indicated. Amino
1L are indicated by open spaces for the other isolates. The one-resid
triangle. The sequence shown for T3D is that previously determined
he extent of the GTase domain (amino acids 2–380) and two MTase do
tructure (Reinisch et al., 2000). Exclamation points indicate residues
indicate residues that approach within 4.0 Å of s2 in the core crystal s
nd s2 in the core crystal structure. Filled circles indicate conserved r
liminate l2 GTase activity upon substitution by Ala (Luongo et al., 200
ore N-terminal of the two MTase domains in the core crystal structur
519–524 and 579–587) that were found to change in conformation in the
Double daggers indicate residues in immediate juxtaposition to SAH
structure (Reinisch et al., 2000). Asterisks indicate conserved residues A
AM binding by l2 upon substitution by alanine (Luongo et al., 1998).reovirus genome segments was previously noted (Goral
et al., 1996) and is also seen among the nine L2 se-quences (data not shown). Some of the RNA-based sig-
nals for replication and packaging are likely complex and
not readily discernible from conservation at the primary
sequence level.
Comparisons among the deduced l2 protein
equences of the nine reoviruses
The l2 proteins from eight of the nine isolates, includ-
ing T1L and T3D, are deduced to be 1289 amino acids in
length and to align with no insertions or deletions (Fig. 4).
The T2J l2 protein, in contrast, is deduced to be one
residue shorter (1288 amino acids) (Fig. 4) due to the
one-codon deletion in the T2J L2 genome segment de-
scribed above. The residue missing from T2J l2, Leu-412,
is located within one of the two regions of greatest
r the nine isolates are defined in the text. Amino acid positions at the
re designated by single-letter code. Amino acids shared with reovirus
etion in the T2J sequence is indicated by a dash and highlighted with
r et al., 1987) and confirmed (Luongo et al., 2000). Overlines indicate
(amino acids 434–691 and 804-1022), as defined from the core crystal
pproach within 4.0 Å of l1 in the core crystal structure. Dollar signs
. Ampersands indicate residues that approach within 4.0 Å of both l1
Lys-171 and Lys-190, which were shown to substantially decrease or
gers indicate residues in immediate juxtaposition to SAH bound to the
isch et al., 2000). Underlines indicate sequence regions (amino acids
rystal structure upon SAH binding to this domain (Reinisch et al., 2000).
to the more C-terminal of the two MTase domains in the core crystal
and Gly-829, which were shown to substantially decrease or eliminateions fo
acids a
ue del
(Selige
mains
that a
tructure
esidues
0). Dag
e (Rein
core c
bound
sp-827sequence variability among the different l2 proteins
(Figs. 4 and 5). As demonstrated for the T3D l2 pentam-
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340 BREUN ET AL.ers in core particles by X-ray crystallography (Reinisch et
al., 2000), this residue projects into solvent from its po-
sition within a short surface-exposed a-helix that is part
f an extended region of l2 structure that runs between
he N-terminal GTase (Luongo et al., 2000) and the more
-terminal of the two MTase domains (Fig. 6A). The
FIG. 5. Window-averaged calculations for sequence identity among
l2 sequences. Identity scores averaged over running windows of 21
amino acids and centered at consecutive amino acid positions are
shown for the reovirus T1L, T2J, and T3D l2 sequences. The overall
average identity score for the three sequences is indicated by the
dashed line. Regions of notable variability are marked with hatched
boxes above. The boundaries of the GTase and two MTase (MTases 1
and 2) domains are also indicated by boxes and were defined with
reference to the core-bound l2 crystal structure (Reinisch et al., 2000).
FIG. 6. Locations of conserved and variable amino acids in the l2
entamer (Reinisch et al., 2000) is shown at the same scale in each
designate the different domains of l2: amino acids 2–380 (GTase), pink
(spacer domain of unknown function), pale green; amino acids 804-102
of Leu-412, which is deleted from T2J l2. The l2 pentamer is shown fro
nd the other four subunits displayed in ribbon format to show secon
omocysteine (black) is shown bound to each MTase domain in the pro
hrough the center of the pentamer as it is displayed; the l1 shell pro
ontacts the side of the GTase domain (see Fig. 7). (B–G) Features of
tructure. The GTase domains (amino acids 2–380) and MTase domains
re displayed in space-filling format, and the C-terminal flap domains (a
ormat. All views are directed along the fivefold axis of symmetry. Orie
op views were generated by rotating the top of the pentamer (as show
ottom of the pentamer (as shown in A) 90° toward the viewer. View
articular levels. Positions at which any nonconservative amino acid s
colored in red. Positions at which only conservative amino acid substi
specific to the GTase domain. Conserved residues Lys-171 and Lys-190
in each view. (B) A region of notable sequence variation surrounding th
the top, upper regions of the pentamer were removed to allow better vi
subunit (arrowhead), conserved residues 172 and 258 were also remo
GTase cleft in the upper subunit is circled. The arrowhead also points
this view are shown in Fig. 7. (E–F) Features specific to the MTase and f
binding activity of the more C-terminal MTase domain (Luongo et al., 20
two MTase domains from a single subunit in the pentamer as shown in
view reveals the underlying conserved groove between the two MTas
bottom, lower regions of the pentamer were removed to allow better vi
blue). In the subunit to which SAH is bound, conserved residues 830
conserved region surrounding the C-terminal MTase cleft in the upper subunit
domain (pale yellow) is evident (arrowhead). (G) The conserved region surrouxtended and exposed nature of this region probably
llows it to accommodate a small deletion. In addition,
eu-412 is not properly positioned to participate in inter-
ctions among l2 subunits or between l2 and other
protein subunits within the core (Fig. 6A). Considering its
relatively low radial position, below the top of s2
Reinisch et al., 2000), Leu-412 also appears unlikely to
articipate in any interactions between l2 and other
outer capsid proteins within virions (Dryden et al., 1993).
Thus, the presence of this deletion in T2J l2 is consistent
ith its continued functions and assembly in T2J as well
s in reassortant virus particles (Drayna and Fields,
982; Mustoe et al., 1978; Sharpe and Fields, 1982).
The T1L and T3D l2 proteins share deduced se-
uence identity at 1197, or 92.9%, of the 1289 positions in
he alignment (Table 2). This makes l2 the third least
conserved of the 11 unique proteins from these isolates,
with only s1s and s1 being less conserved (Fig. 1). In
ontrast, T2J l2 shares deduced sequence identity with
T1L l2 at only 1121 positions (87.0%) and with T3D l2 at
nly 1119 positions (86.8%) (Table 2). Each of these pair-
ise comparisons indicates that l2 is the sixth least
conserved among the 11 reovirus proteins (Fig. 1). Pair-
wise comparisons among the six additional l2 se-
quences show identities ranging from 92.4 to 98.5% (Ta-
ble 2). Four of the additional isolates share even greater
l2 sequence identity with one of the prototype isolates,
T1L in the case of T3C9 (98.7%) and T3C18 (99.8%) and
er structure. The crystal structure of the core-bound T3D reovirus l2
All five subunits in the pentamer are colored in the same manner to
33 (extended region), orange; 434–691 (MTase 1), pale yellow; 692–803
se 2), pale blue; and amino acids 1023–1289 (flaps), violet. (A) Position
side in stereo, with the nearest subunit displayed in backbone format
ructures. Leu-412 (red) is shown in space-filling format. S-adenosyl-L-
subunit only. In the core, the icosahedral fivefold axis passes vertically
bound to the bottom of the GTase domain, and the s2 nodule protein
ase, MTase, and flap domains extracted from the whole l2 pentamer
acids 434–691 and 804-1022) from all five l2 subunits in the pentamer
cids 1023–1289) from four of the five subunits are displayed in ribbons
of each view relative to that in A is indicated at right (top or bottom).
) 90° toward the viewer. Bottom views were generated by rotating the
and F involve cuts through the pentamer (slabs) to show features at
tions are found in the nine aligned l2 sequences from this study are
are seen in the nine sequences are colored in yellow. (B–D) Features
ated in the l2 GTase activity (Luongo et al., 2000), are shown in green
old channel is indicated (arrow). (C) For this cut-away (slab) view from
tion of lower portions of the enzymatic cleft of the GTase. In the upper
allow a better view of Lys-190. The conserved region surrounding the
lateral pore in the upper subunit (see text). (D) Additional features of
ains. Conserved residues Asp-827 and Gly-829, implicated in the SAM
shown in green in each view. SAH (black) is shown bound to the same
Removal of the C-terminal flap domains from the upper subunit in this
ins of that subunit (arrow). (F) For this cut-away (slab) view from the
tion of the enzymatic cleft of the more C-terminal MTase domain (pale
ere also removed to allow a better view of the back of the cleft. Thepentam
panel.
; 381–4
2 (MTa
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342 BREUN ET AL.T3D in the case of T3C87 (98.6%) and T3C93 (98.8%)
(Table 2).
The molecular weights for l2 calculated from our nine
deduced sequences range from 143,150 to 144,001 (see
Table 3 for T1L, T2J, and T3D). These compare with a
molecular weight of 166,997 originally reported for the
T3D l2 sequence (Seliger et al., 1987). The higher orig-
inal value is obtained by summing the molecular weights
of the amino acid constituents of l2 without subtracting
the molecular weights of the water molecule expelled
from each peptide bond during protein synthesis and is
thus in error. The l2 proteins of the nine isolates are
educed to be moderately acidic, with pI values that
ange from 4.9 to 5.1 (see Table 3 for T1L, T2J, and T3D).
In addition to the variable region of sequence between
he GTase domain and the more N-terminal MTase do-
ain as discussed above, another variable region was
ound between the two MTase domains (Fig. 5). In fact,
hese two variable regions associate within the l2 crys-
al structure (Fig. 6A) to form a domain of unknown
unction. Additional variable regions were found near the
l2 N-terminus, within the GTase domain, and within the
more C-terminal MTase domain (Fig. 5). The appearance
of such variation within these enzyme domains was
somewhat unexpected, but does not appear to impinge
on the catalytic regions (see below). A final variable
region was found within the most N-terminal of the three
domains constituting the C-terminal “flap” of l2 (Reinisch
et al., 2000) (Fig. 5). Highly conserved regions were found
T
Protein Features Deduced from Whole-Genome
Protein
Amino acid no.a
T1L T2J T3D T1L
l3d 1267 1267 1267 142.4
l2 1289 1288 1289 143.9
l1 1275 1275 1275 141.9
m2 736 736e 736 83.3
m1 708 708 708 76.3
mNS 721 721 721 80.2
s1 470 462 455 51.4
s1s 119 125 120 14.0
s2 418 418 418 47.0
sNS 366 366 366 41.3
s3 365 365 365 41.2
a Total number of amino acids in the deduced protein sequence.
b Molecular mass calculated from the deduced protein sequence an
c Isoelectric point calculated from the deduced protein sequence an
d Proteins are listed in the order of the genome segments that encode
y segment S1.
e Unpublished data from K. M. Coombs (personal communication).within all three enzyme domains as well as within the
two more C-terminal of the three flap domains (Fig. 5),consistent with the functional importance of those re-
gions.
The specific residues in l2 important for its enzymatic
functions remain only partially defined. In a recent study
Lys-171 and Lys-190 were shown to be important for T3D
l2 GTase activity (Luongo et al., 2000), and both of these
residues are fully conserved in the nine available l2
sequences (Fig. 4). Lys-190 is proposed to be the residue
to which GMP is covalently linked during catalysis (Lu-
ongo et al., 2000). In another recent study Asp-827 and/or
ly-829 were shown to be important for the capacity of
l2 to bind S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) in an in vitro
assay that could demonstrate this activity only for the
more C-terminal MTase domain (Luongo et al., 1998).
Both of these residues are also conserved in all nine l2
sequences (Fig. 4). In the core crystal structure contain-
ing S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine (SAH, the by-product of
ethyl transfer from SAM) bound to both MTase domains
n l2 (Reinisch et al., 2000), a number of other residues
ere seen juxtaposed to SAH, and these are all fully
onserved in the nine l2 sequences as well (Fig. 4).
Comparisons of sequences to the l2 crystal
tructure
To gain further insight into the relationship of l2 se-
uence variation to its structure and functions, we
apped the locations of the 231 variable positions in the
ine l2 sequences on the l2 crystal structure (Reinisch
tide Sequences of Reovirus Prototype Isolates
kDab pIc
T2J T3D T1L T2J T3D
142.3 142.3 8.1 8.1 7.9
143.2 144.0 5.1 4.9 5.0
142.0 141.8 6.1 6.2 6.1
84.0e 83.3 6.9 7.4e 7.0
76.1 76.3 4.9 4.9 4.9
80.5 80.2 6.1 6.2 5.8
50.5 49.2 4.9 5.1 5.1
14.6 14.0 11.3 9.3 10.0
47.0 47.2 8.3 8.3 8.3
41.3 41.1 6.5 6.7 6.5
41.2 41.2 6.9 7.3 7.0
ded to the nearest 0.1 kDa.
ded to the nearest 0.1 pH unit.
ccording to the segment order in Table 1. s1 and s1s are both encodedABLE 3
Nucleo
d roun
d roun
them aet al., 2000). Substantial variation is evident on the top
surface of the l2 GTase domain, particularly in the parts
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343MAMMALIAN REOVIRUS L2 SEQUENCESexposed to solvent within the central cavity of the pen-
tamer (Fig. 6B). Extensive variation ringing the pentamer
cavity near the bottom of the GTase domain is also
evident (arrow). The upper portion of the enzymatic cleft
is indicated by conserved Lys-171 (green). A cut-away
(slab) view (Fig. 6C) provides better visualization of bot-
tom portions of the cleft, including conserved Lys-190
(green, visible to the left of Lys-171 in the upper subunit
(arrowhead) from which obstructing residues have been
removed). Other residues within this portion of the cleft
(circle) are generally conserved, and where variation is
seen (positions 58, 60, 234, 255, and 261; yellow in Fig.
6C), the substitutions consistently involve similar resi-
dues (Fig. 4). The lateral pore that opens to the outside of
the pentamer from the enzymatic cleft (Fig. 6C, arrow-
head) is thought to be involved in entry of the GTP
substrate and/or exit of the pyrophosphate by-product of
the GTase reaction (Reinisch et al., 2000).
Less sequence variation is evident on the bottom
surface of the l2 GTase domain (Fig. 6D). This surface
includes all of the residues that interact with the outer
surface of the l1 protein in the core shell (Reinisch et al.,
000) (Fig. 7). In fact, of the 32 residues on this surface
hat approach within 4.0 Å of l1 (indicated in Fig. 4) and
re thus likely to play the primary roles in l2–l1 inter-
ction, only five (positions 71, 149, 151, 152, and 154;
ellow and red in Fig. 7) show variation among the nine
l2 sequences in this study, and the substitutions at three
of those positions (71, 152, and 154) involve similar res-
idues (Fig. 4). Interestingly, the 27 other, conserved res-
idues that approach l1 (purple and dark blue in Fig. 7)
luster into two patches (brackets), only one of which
ncludes the five variable positions (left bracket). The
esidues in l2 that interact with each of the five fivefold-
roximal s2 monomer nodules in the core crystal struc-
ure (Reinisch et al., 2000) are located on the lower side
f the GTase domain, adjacent to the fully conserved
atch of residues that approach l1 (Fig. 7, right bracket).
All six of the l2 residues that approach within 4.0 Å of s2
(indicated in Fig. 4) are fully conserved among the nine
l2 sequences in this study (light and dark blue in Fig. 7).
In fact, two of these conserved residues (212 and 290)
approach within 4.0 Å of both l1 and s2 (indicated in Fig.
; dark blue in Fig. 7). Such conservation of protein–
rotein interaction sites is likely an important force in-
eovirus evolution to accommodate ongoing reassort-
ent of genome segments and their encoded products
mong cocirculating isolates (Nibert et al., 1996).
Broad regions on the bottom surfaces of the two
Tase domains near the positions of SAH binding
Reinisch et al., 2000), indicative of the substrate-binding
nd catalytic regions of these enzymes, are also highly
onserved in the nine l2 sequences (Fig. 6G; SAH in
lack, bound to the two MTase domains from the same
ubunit). In these regions of the more N-terminal MTase
omain (pale yellow), a conservative substitution at aingle position (598) is present in only one isolate (Figs.
and 6G). In the homologous regions of the more C-
erminal MTase domain (pale blue), a conservative sub-
titution at a single position (889) is present in only one
solate (Fig. 4) and a less conservative substitution at a
ingle position (894) is present in another isolate (Fig. 4).
cut-away (slab) view (Fig. 6F) provides better visual-
zation of the enzymatic cleft of the more C-terminal
Tase domain (circle), including the sites of substitu-
ions described in the preceding sentence and con-
erved residues Asp-827 and Gly-829 (green) that have
een implicated in the capacity of this region to bind
AM (Luongo et al., 1998). The slab view (Fig. 6F) also
emonstrates how one side of the enzymatic cleft of the
ore C-terminal MTase domain is formed by a con-
erved region of the outer surface of the more N-terminal
Tase domain of an adjacent l2 subunit in the pentamer
(arrowhead) (Reinisch et al., 2000).
The top surfaces of the two MTase domains (Fig. 6E)
show much greater variation in sequence than the bot-
tom surfaces (Fig. 6G). An exception is the groove be-
tween the two MTase domains from the same l2 sub-
nit, into which lie the two more N-terminal of the C-
erminal flap domains (Fig. 6E, arrow; flap domains from
ne subunit removed to reveal the groove). The contact-
ng surfaces on the underside of the flap domains are
lso highly conserved (data not shown). Such conserva-
ion of residues on the surfaces of l2 involved in inter-
dominal contacts within the pentamer is seen in many
other portions of the protein and seems likely to be
important for maintaining the overall structure of this
complex, multifunctional protein.
The most C-terminal flap domain in each l2 subunit in
he pentamer (positions 1224–1289) approaches the five-
old axis in the core crystal structure (Reinisch et al.,
000). A high degree of conservation in this sequence
egion (Fig. 4) creates a zone of conservation surround-
ng the fivefold pore through the top of the pentamer
Figs. 6E–6G). The zone of conservation extends through
he pore and onto the top (Fig. 6E) and bottom (Figs. 6F
nd 6G) surfaces of the C-terminal domain. Conservation
n this region of l2 is proposed to be important for its
unction in anchoring the reovirus receptor-binding pro-
ein s1 in virions and intermediate subvirion particles
Dryden et al., 1993).
Whole-genome comparisons of reoviruses T1L, T2J,
and T3D
Reoviruses T1L, T2J, and T3D are identified as proto-
type isolates of the three serotypes of nonfusogenic
mammalian reoviruses (Cashdollar et al., 1985; Duncan,
1999; Ramig et al., 1977; Sabin, 1959). Thus, in at least
one respect (serotype), these isolates represent a range
of the diversity that exists among these viruses. Comple-
tion of sequence determinations for the whole genome of
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344 BREUN ET AL.T3D reovirus was reported by Wiener and Joklik (1989).
The current study and other recent ones (Harrison et al.,
1999; McCutcheon et al., 1999; K. M. Coombs, personal
communication) have resulted in minor corrections to the
T3D sequence and completion of sequence determina-
tions for the whole genomes of T1L and T2J as well.
Thus, we can now make whole-genome comparisons of
reoviruses T1L, T2J, and T3D. Reassortment of genome
segments has been demonstrated using all three possi-
ble pairwise combinations of these isolates (Drayna and
Fields, 1982), indicating that they are members of the
same species (Duncan, 1999) and that whatever se-
quence differences have arisen among them have not
compromised that status.
The sizes of the whole genomes, in base pairs, are
23,606 for T1L; 23,578 for T2J; and 23,560 for T3D (Table
1). The lengths of 6 of the 10 genome segments are
invariant among the three isolates. In three other seg-
ments (L2, M1, and M3), the lengths vary by only one to
four bases among the three isolates. The length of the S1
segment is unique to each isolate and shows the great-
FIG. 7. Residues in l2 that interact with core shell protein l1 and
core nodule protein s2. This bottom view of the pentameric l2 GTase
omains (pink) from the reovirus core crystal structure (Reinisch et al.,
000) is the same as that shown in Fig. 6D, but with different color
oding to show additional features. Residues in l2 that approach
ithin 4.0 Å of l1 in the core crystal structure are shown in purple
conserved in all nine sequences in this study), yellow (sites of con-
ervative substitutions in the nine sequences), or red (sites of noncon-
ervative substitutions in the nine sequences). Residues in l2 that
pproach within 4.0 Å of s2 in the core crystal structure are shown in
light blue and are conserved in all nine sequences. Residues in l2 that
approach within 4.0 Å of both l1 and s2 in the core crystal structure are
hown in dark blue and are conserved in all nine sequences. These
utative l1- and/or s2-interacting residues are clustered into two
regions, as indicated by brackets for the upper right subunit.est range of variation, thus making the largest contribu-
tion to the differences in overall size of the three ge-nomes. The observed variation in genome-segment
lengths indicates that the RNA packaging mechanism
during reovirus assembly can accommodate such differ-
ences. Notably, in the case of segments L2, M1 (K. M.
Coombs, personal communication), M3, and S1, the
length differences include inserted or deleted bases
near the segment ends, which are thought to be partic-
ularly important in packaging and replication (Zou and
Brown, 1992a). It is also evident from Table 1 and gels on
which the dsRNA segments have been separated (Ramig
et al., 1977) that relative genome-segment length does
not strictly correlate with relative electrophoretic mobility.
The discrepancies probably reflect sequence-based dif-
ferences in bending or other conformational features of
the dsRNA helices that affect their migrations in gels.
Table 3 shows a summary of features of the 11 pro-
teins of reoviruses T1L, T2J, and T3D that have been
deduced from the nucleotide sequences of their whole
genomes. The lengths of 8 of the 11 proteins are invari-
ant among the three isolates. In l2, as discussed above,
he lengths vary by only one amino acid among the three
rototypes. The lengths of the s1 and s1s proteins are
nique to each prototype and show the greatest range of
ariation, consistent with the much more variable se-
uences of the encoding S1 segments (see Fig. 1). The
alculated molecular masses and pI values of 10 of the
1 proteins vary by as little as 0.8 kDa and 0.5 pH units,
espectively, among homologues from the three isolates.
he three s1 proteins show a greater range of variation
in their molecular masses, differing by 2.2 kDa, and the
three s1s proteins show a greater range of variation in
their pI values, differing by 2.0 pH units. Despite their
similarities, the homologous genome segments and pro-
teins from the three prototype isolates harbor sequence
differences that determine numerous interesting biolog-
ical differences (Brown et al., 1983; Drayna and Fields,
1982; Haller et al., 1995; Keroack and Fields, 1986).
The G1C contents of the whole genomes are 46.6%
for T1L, 48.5% for T2J, and 47.0% for T3D (Table 4). For
individual segments, the values range from 44.9 to 49.6%.
G1C content does not vary according to segment length.
The more distinct G1C content value for T2J is consis-
tent with the greater degree of sequence divergence
observed in 9 of its 10 genome segments relative to
those of T1L and T3D (see below). In fact, a higher G1C
content is seen in 8 of the 10 individual segments of T2J
(Table 4). The A1G contents of the plus strands from the
whole genomes are 51.1% for T1L, 50.9% for T2J, and
50.9% for T3D (Table 4). Thus, there is a very slight bias
for purine bases within the plus strands of each genome,
and the distinctness of T2J is not evident in this value. For
individual segments, the values range from 49.5 to 54.3%.
Plus-strand purine content does not vary according to
segment length. Interestingly, the small genome seg-
ments from the different species of fusogenic avian and
mammalian reoviruses for which sequences have been
345MAMMALIAN REOVIRUS L2 SEQUENCESreported to date (Duncan, 1999) show distinct ranges of
values for G1C and plus-strand purine content when
compared to those of the nonfusogenic mammalian reo-
viruses (data not shown). Thus, these simple values may
have some utility in taxonomic classification of reovi-
ruses and in understanding the history of divergence of
these different species.
Reovirus evolution
Recent sequence determinations for genome seg-
ments from fusogenic avian and mammalian isolates of
the genus Orthoreovirus (Duncan, 1999) discovered
much greater sequence diversity than seen among the
nonfusogenic isolates. The nonfusogenic reoviruses, as
delineated by current mammalian isolates, thus repre-
sent only one of several evolutionary branches within
this genus (Duncan, 1999). In addition to sequence di-
versity identifiable by phylogenetic analyses, the nonfu-
sogenic isolates are distinguished from the fusogenic
ones by not encoding a nonstructural type 1 transmem-
brane protein in an alternative reading frame in one of
their small genome segments. It is this protein that pro-
vides the fusogenic reoviruses with their fusogenic phe-
notype (Shmulevitz and Duncan, 2000).
The capacity of different nonfusogenic reoviruses to
reassort genome segments and generate viable reassor-
tant progeny upon coinfection identifies them as mem-
bers of the same species (Duncan, 1999). Except for the
S1 segment and its encoded protein products, each
genome segment or protein of nonfusogenic reovirus T2J
has diverged more from its homolog in nonfusogenic
reoviruses T1L and T3D than those of the latter two
T
Nucleotide Compositions of Genome
Genome
segment
G1C contenta
for reovirus
T1L T2J
L1 45.4 48.8
L2 46.6 48.2
L3 47.2 48.9
M1 45.1 46.8c
M2 48.1 49.2
M3 46.8 48.6
S1 45.1 48.4
S2 47.1 49.6
S3 46.7 48.3
S4 48.9 49.0
Total 46.6 48.5
a As % of total nucleotides.
b As % of total nucleotides in plus strand only.
c Unpublished data from K. M. Coombs (personal communication).isolates have diverged from each other (see Fig. 1). In
addition, even though the T1L and T2J S1 segments aremore similar to each other than either is to that of T3D,
the absolute extent of divergence between the T1L and
T2J S1 segments (57.2% identity) is greater than that for
any of the other homologous-segment comparisons be-
tween T1L and T2J or T2J and T3D (See Fig. 1). The
greater divergence of the T2J segments is further indi-
cated by their higher G1C contents (Table 4). These
findings suggest that the genome segments of T2J
evolved for a longer period in isolation than those of the
other isolates, all of whose segments examined to date
exhibit evidence for ongoing reassortment in nature
(Goral et al., 1996). Thus, although T2J retains the capac-
ity to form viable progeny viruses after reassorting ge-
nome segments with other nonfusogenic reoviruses
(Drayna and Fields, 1982; Mustoe et al., 1978; Sharpe
and Fields, 1982), it appears to represent a line of these
viruses that was or perhaps is still evolving in nature
toward distinctness as a species.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
DNA sequencing of the L2 genome segments from
T1L, T2J, and other reovirus isolates
Purified cores of reovirus isolates T1L, T2J, T1Neth85,
T2SV59, T3C9, T3C18, T3C87, and T3C93 were used to
generate plus-strand transcripts. Full-length cDNA cop-
ies of each L2 genome segment were synthesized using
plus-strand transcripts and a primer corresponding to
the 22 59-most nucleotides of the minus strand of the
previously published T3D reovirus L2 sequence (Seliger
et al., 1987) and with an EcoRI restriction site added to
the 59 end of the primer. PCR amplification was per-
ents of Reovirus Prototype Isolates
A1G contentb
for reovirus
T1L T2J T3D
51.8 51.6 51.8
49.6 49.7 49.5
50.2 50.5 50.3
51.5 51.5c 51.4
52.7 52.5 52.6
51.0 50.6 50.7
54.3 53.1 52.3
49.9 49.1 49.9
50.8 49.6 50.3
51.5 51.3 51.4
51.1 50.9 50.9ABLE 4
Segm
T3D
45.4
46.9
47.3
44.9
48.5
47.0
47.0
48.5
48.6
49.1
47.0formed using cDNA, the original primer, and a second
primer corresponding to the 22 59-most nucleotides of
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346 BREUN ET AL.the plus strand of the published T3D L2 sequence (Se-
liger et al., 1987) and with an EcoRI restriction site added
to the 59 end of the primer. For each isolate, PCR prod-
ucts from two reactions were gel purified and combined
before DNA sequencing. cDNA synthesis and PCR am-
plification were performed as further described for the L3
genome segments (Harrison et al., 1999). To determine
sequences from nearer the ends of the L2 genome seg-
ments, which had been fixed by primers during the orig-
inal amplifications, we used modified protocols for 59
and 39 RACE (Frohman et al., 1988), as described for the
reovirus L3 genome segments (Harrison et al., 1999).
DNA sequencing was performed at the University of
Wisconsin Biotechnology Center using cycle sequencing
protocols with fluorescent dideoxy terminators (Applied
Biosystems/Perkin–Elmer, Foster City, CA). The first two
sequencing reactions were performed with the primers
used for PCR amplification. Primers for subsequent re-
actions were designed from the new sequences to pro-
vide complete sequence for each strand of the L2 PCR
products. After the complete sequence of each strand
was independently determined, the sequences from the
two complementary strands were compared. All discrep-
ancies between sequences from the two strands were
resolved by reevaluating the original sequence data,
thereby allowing an unequivocal determination to be
made at each position.
DNA sequencing of the T3D reovirus L2 genome
segment ends
To determine sequence from the ends of L2 for the
T3D reovirus plaque isolate in use in our lab, we used
modified protocols for 59 and 39 RACE as described
above. The L2 sequences from the 59 ends of the T3D
reovirus plaque isolates from Schiff and Cashdollar were
determined using the modified 59 RACE protocol. To
determine the 59-end sequence of the previously pub-
lished T3D L2 DNA clone (Cashdollar et al., 1984; Seliger
et al., 1987), an internal reverse primer was used. In none
of the partial sequence determinations after RACE were
differences from the respective full-length sequences
observed outside the original primer regions.
Computer-based analyses
Pairwise sequence alignments were performed using
Gap or BestFit in GCG 9.1 or SeqWeb 1.1, WI Package 10
(Genetics Computer Group, Madison, WI). Multiple se-
quence alignments were performed using PileUp and
Pretty in GCG 9.1. Molecular weights and pI values for
reovirus proteins were calculated using PeptideSort in
SeqWeb 1.1, WI Package 10. Minimum-distance phyloge-
netic trees were constructed using PaupSearch and
PaupDisplay in GCG 9.1. The branch-and-bound algo-
rithm with bootstrap replicates was employed, and the
tree was rooted at its midpoint. The final figure wasassembled in Illustrator 8.0 (Adobe Systems, Mountain
View, CA). Window-averaged calculations for l2 se-
quence identity were performed using PlotSimilarity in
SeqWeb 1.1, WI Package 10. Running windows of 15 or 21
amino acids were used for averaging the identity scores
and yielded similar results. In addition, results using all
nine l2 sequences were essentially the same as those
shown for T1L, T2J, and T3D l2, except that the identity
scores were higher when all nine sequences were used.
Images were adjusted in size and for linewidth in Pho-
toshop 5.5 (Adobe Systems), and the final figure was
assembled in Illustrator 8.0.
The l2 crystal structure was displayed using the pro-
ram RasMac 2.7. For the analysis of variable sequence
ositions, the cutoff for nonconservative and conserva-
ive substitutions was that defined by the blosum50 scor-
ng matrix applied in the program Gap in SeqWeb 1.1, WI
ackage 10. Images were adjusted in size and resolution
n Photoshop 5.5, and the final figure was assembled in
llustrator 8.0. Residues in l2 that are located within 4.0
Å of l1 in the reovirus core crystal structure (Reinisch et
al., 2000) were initially identified by K. M. Reinisch using
the program CNS (Brunger et al., 1998). Residues in l2
that are located within 4.0 Å of l1 and/or s2 in the
reovirus core crystal structure (Reinisch et al., 2000)
were subsequently identified using the program RasMac
2.7.
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